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THE SOURCE OF SEEDS FOR FOODS

Equinom, an innovative seed technology company introduces Smarter Seeds, non-GMO 
seeds for human consumption with market-transforming characteristics, superior 
nutritional profiles and improved crop yields. 
Equinom is the only seed breeding company to focus on the food industry, allowing 
clients to design their own ingredients. Our products are brought to market through 
partnerships and collaboration agreements with top-tier food companies. 

Base for discovery a wide and diverse proprietary germplasm which we created over the past five 
years and includes thousands of natural exotic plant varieties 
Big-data analysis which we use to discover genomic regions that correlate to desirable plant traits 
that we include in our seeds
Proprietary algorithms which we use to optimize multi-trait products and design them in-silico 
before breeding them in the field

Technology - Computational Breeding
Equinom incorporates innovation in three levels of the breeding process to create multi-trait seeds 
in record time, gain a competitive advantage and create a barrier-to-market for competitors

Smarter Protein a portfolio of six protein legumes including soybean, pea and chickpea
with higher protein and better qualities, for the growing market of plant-based protein foods,
removing barriers such as protein flavor and texture.
Smarter Oil the only high-yield- high-oil sesame seed varieties suitable for mechanical harvesting.  
Our sesame dramatically changes the global sesame production map, creating the perfect 
conditions for growing sesame where it is consumed and making it a local crop in the USA, 
Australia and Southern Europe.  

Products - Smarter Seeds
Equinom applies its breeding technology in crops where the removal of natural barriers through 
breeding serves as a game-changer in the economies of their market. Using our technology, we 
have developed two categories of Smarter Seeds: Smarter Protein and Smarter Oil. 
Our products are IP protected, and serve as the basis to endless seed varieties designed to the 
specific needs of our food company clients

Business model – Preserving the identity of seeds
Equinom o�ers food companies and growers a business model that transforms the supply-chain
by adding a crucial link between supply and demand

Our model creates a demand driven market, where food companies customize Smarter Seeds 
to include functionality and nutritional traits from our germplasm into their ingredients, and 
farmers worldwide grow these seeds for them.
Using Equinom’s Smarter Seeds gives food companies a seal of guarantee regarding the seed 
genetics and source, preserving the identity of the seeds so that consumers end up with 
healthier, tastier and 100% traceable foods. 

Equinom’s partnerships include Sabra, a Pepsico subsidiary, Roquette the global leader 
in alternative pea protein and Mitsui of Japan. 

The company continues to expand its network of food partners in order to establish a 
strong end-to-end supply chain, where are parties enjoy new profits.


